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CAMPUS BRIEFS
AI Young
AI Young, author of a book of
poetry called "Dancing," will appear in the GSA-ASUNM Poets
Series at 8 p.m. May 7 in the
Honors Center lounge in Zimmerman Libmry.
Young teaches creative writing
at Stanford University. Being
published soon will be Young's
first novel "Snakes," and another
book of poetry called "The Song
Tuming Back Into Itself."
The last poet in the ·series will
be Carl Rakosi, who will read his
poetry at 8 p.m. May 14 in the
Honors Center.

Chicano Insolation
"Ethnic Isolation of MexicanAmericans in the Public Schools
in the Southwest," a study made
by the U.S. Commission of Civil
Rights, Mexican-American Education J?ivision, will be presented at
1 p.m. May 7 in Union, room
250-C.
Thomas Carter and Diana Lozano, both of the Commission, will
present the study.
Figaro
"The Marriage of Figaro," updated into the 1930's and sung
completely in English, will be presented by the UNM Opera Studio
at 8:15 p.m. May 7, 8 in the fine
arts recital hall.
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1
for students and are available
from the Popejoy Hall ticket office. They will also be available
at the door.

Pre-Reg Deadline
The deadline for turning in
course request cards ior returning
students is noon May 8. New and
transfer students must file their
requests by July 1. Cards should
be mailed to, or dropped off at
1•oom 108 of the administration
building (Scholes Hall).

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c tler word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecuth·c days with
no changes the rate is redu"ed to fi('
per word nnd the minimum number of
·words to 10.

Heart Disease Symposium

Martin Brandfonbrener, chief of
the cardiovascular section of
Northwestern University's School
of Medicine, will discuss heart disease during a two-day medical
symposium held at 8:45 a.m. May
7-8 at the Holiday Inn East.
The session will deal with the
medical management and surgical
approaches to coronary artery disease. The symposium is sponsored
by the New Mexico Heart Association and the New Mexico Regional Medical Program.

Catalog Delayed
Due to a press breakdown, the
new general catalog will not be
ready until Monday morning.
Copies should be available at the
records office in the
administration building.

PERSONALS

Don't

ADVERTISING
WHERE: J"oUJ'Ilalism. Dui1ding. Room
200, afternoons preferably or mail,
Classified Advertising
UN!t! P.O. Box 20
Albunuerque, N.M. 87106

5)

l'IWI'LI-; COME TOGETHI.;R. Learn
about homosexuaJity. bisexuality, JHm~
r:t•xunlity. 1-'riduy ~-5 I'M. Amistad
Honord I.oun:re.
\•tAN-TED-; sTUDENT rui:.Ldi.;:,bled
~lini-CooJ>er. to I•'ort Worth. 2GR-0213.

NOTICE: ALJ, CLASSIFIED ADS mu;;t
be in by 3 p.m. to run tlw following day.
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LOST & FOU:-;"D

LOST: ON lllORNI:N.G 01' May 6, darl:
l,rown RUede Uelt -,.vith beatlE d butter~
ftiE.>.:;, cord ti~3. Ueward. Phone 2&G-4.4Gl.

U:lO

LOST: FEMALE PEKINGESE, blonde,
one ('Jr'l'll-Sunday, Roosevelt l,ark, 7:30
P.l\1. Reward. 346-020!. ~/11
LOST: A BLIND meaningless life of
emptyness an~_.ins:ccurity_.__ ______
FOUND: A FRUITFUL never ending existance of Jove, peace and understanding
tlfrough Jesus •. ::."·::.:'1:::1:.,..,..~:--::::--::--=::-
LOST: LIBRARY BOOK-!o"n''s Trannformationn. 'Call 243·1930, Reward. u/11
FOUND-A man's watch of good quality
on Terrace, across :i'rom Art Dept. Cail
2[)G .. 7052.

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, application or identification
photoo, last, and inexpensive. Near
UNM. Either eall 265·2444, or eome to
1717 Girard N.E. 5/6 _ _ _ _ __
TYPING: TERM PAPERS, theses, dissertations, etc. Mrs. Kinkade-888-3400.
5/11
TYPING SERVICE--reasonable rate.
Salem N.E. 296-8349, 5/13

5)

l'IMARitONCITA IlOYSCAMP h"'' openiw:B for counsE•Jura eXpC'riencrd jn ernfts,

!t•nnin and tw... ;mming. Fo~ }nformation
call: 242-nG34 or 242-4454~·_:;•::.;1'1:::1:___ _
n~r; PAiDJI:>iis.To"~;l-~nrl re-locate, SB,ooo
11lu;;. Contaet Acme, 6300 Central S.E.

7l

:\USCELLANEOUS

RIDEHS WANTED-part or all way, leaving June 7. Seattle via Las Vegas, San
Francisco (itinerary flexible. Can John
242·16!15 heron~ Sunday,.:.'..:":::./..:.7_ _ __
WANTED TO RENT furnished houses
and apartmenlq, 1, 2, 3 nnd 4 bedroom,
from June until September for Sandia
Laboratory Summer University faculty
employCCJ, Call 264-7424 or 264-2818.
5!21
CREATIVE SUMMER DANCE PROGRAM:
Ballet
Modern.
Bonugeo:
Santa Fe•a spo:rkling skiro:, cool nights;
Santa. Fe Opern.i lndia.n Dance3; National Park~. Ap]lliea.tions.: BaUct del
Monte Sol, Box 596. Santa Fe-, New
l\lexico. (505) 083-3047, 5/12

980~

'Littlll~ laa'

the girls that "What you eat turns
into You."
Each girl filled out a
questionnaire asking such
questions as "Do you take any
vi tam in pills?," "Do you eat
breakfast regularly?," and "List
10 foods you ate yesterday."
The project was approved by
the health committee of the
Albuquerque Public Schools, and
Allen Krumm, Del Norte
principal.

Minority Summer Jobs
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Will Attend University in Guadalajara

Students Plan to Study in Mexico
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: Charter & Group
l Travel Specialists
1 GO East 42nd Street
1 New York 10017
Call (212) 697-3054
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Leaving any bus, the Mexican American enters another world.

I

0 Apphcatron lor lnlernahonal
Sludent J.D.
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1 W.S.G.O. pleaoo send:
1 [) Travel bullettno.
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il th1 uw wnt1rn Ia bagin all wntem !"
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CLASSIFIED

ADVER'"fK§llNG
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

This summer about 20 UNM
students are planning to study
more about Mexico than one
normally can from a classroom.
'l'hcy will spend cix wc<>ku in
Mexico taking classes at the
Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara. Several courses in
Mexican history and one in
advanced Spanish are offered.
Rober~ Kern of the history
department is taking part in the
Guadalajara summer Sl.'ssion. He
will teach several history courses.
Kern said other courses will be
taught by Salvador Renoso of the
Universidad Autonoma. All
courses will be taught in Spanish,
though exams may be taken in
English, Kern said.
Cantina Classrooms
Bradley Class of the Spanish
department will teach the Spanish
course at Guadalajara. He said "I
hope to meet in the classroom as
little as possible. We'll meet in
cafes and bars. This class is out in
the community."
Students are responsible for
finding their own housing, but
Gerald Slavin, director of the
Office of International Programs

and Services, said that based on
last summer's experience, no
housing problems are anticipated.
Some students enrolled in the
program. w<>r<> .,onC'erned about
possible difficulties in entering
Mexico. One man said that on a
previous visit to Mexico, he has
been told at the border to get a
haircut, or be refused admission
to the country.
Kern whose hair is slightly
longer than executive length said

"I'm not cutting my hair. If they
don't let me in, you others have a
nice time in Guadalajara."
Many of the students plan to
arrive in Mexico before classes
start and stay after they're
finished. Classes will not meet on
Friday, to give students a chance
to see as much of the country as
possible.
The program is organized by
the Office of International
Programs and Services.

White Seeking Committeemen
Interview for eight ASUNM
executive committees will be
conducted beginning Wednesday,
May 12, by ASUNM President
Ken White.
White is seeking applicants to
the Intramural and Recreation
Board, the Union Board, the New
Student Orientation Committee,
the Student Publications Board,
the Radio Board, Speaker's
Committee, Student Court and
the Student Standards
Committee,

Students wishing to apply for
these committees may pick up
application forms in the ASUNM
office anytime before Wednesday.
The ASUNM office, on the second
floor of the Union, is open 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Students wishing to serve on
any ASUNM executive committee
or on faculty committees with
student representation are asked
to pick up application forms in
the ASUNM office.

A U.S. Civil Rights Commission do the work ourselves. Plenty of
report on "Ethnic Isolation of people in this room already knew
Mexican Americans in the Public the information in this report.
Schools of the Southwest" was The report won't do anything by
presented publically Friday in the itself."
Union.
William Higgs of the Alianza de
Cecilia Cosca, a staff member Pueblos Libres said "The
of the Commission, and Thomas information in the report shows
Carter, a consultant in the that the Albuquerque schools
preparation of the report, have been deliberately lying to us
represented the Commission to an when we tried to get information
audience of about 50. Frederick from them. Can we get from the
Norwood' of Chicano Studies Commission the information the
chaired the meeting.
schools sent in to it, or can we
The report is the first of several force the schools to give us a
on the education of public document?"
Mexican-Americans to be released
Cosca replied she didn't know
by the commission.
the laws well enough to answer,
Before answering questions
Community Control
from the audience, Cosca listed
Commission members were
some of the principal conclusions asked if the data in the report
of the report. She said "about 30 about Mexican isolation meant
per cent of the Chicano students the Commission rejects
in the Southwest attend schools in community control.
predominantly Mexican American
Carter said "You can do
districts, about 45 per cent go to anything you want with this data.
predominantly Mexican American There are no recommendations
schools."
one way or the other. We
recognize
the need for community
Elementary Worst
"Isolation is worst in control and we also recognize the
elementary schools, where over law of the land. The Commission
half the Chicano students attend stan~s with ihe courts. But the
predominantly Mexican American staff feels that desegregation
schools, 10 per cent of the without quality education is
members of boards of education unthinkable."
Asked what could be done to
in the Southwest are Mexican
correct
the racial imbalance in
American, the majority of whom
Albuquerque
described in the
serve in predominantly Mexican
report, Carter said "Our
American districts."
The report states: "Except for commission isn't in the position
those in the positions of cnstodian to tell you what to do in
or teacher's aide, Mexican Albuquerque. We encourage you
Americans comprise substantially to usc our findings in trying to
less of school staff than they do solve these problems."
School Walkout
of enrollment."
A member of the Black Beret
According to the report,
Albuquerque is one of four school Organization said "We're very glad
districts in the Southwest which the report came out. It's all true.
has a "disproportionately high We ask you to support our
Mexican American enrollment." carnalitos and carnalitas when
The audience appeared to be they walk out of school."
Beret members helped
less interested in the commission's
findings than in what to do about organized walkouts of Chicano
the conditions described in the students at Albuquerque High on
Mexican Independence Day last
report.
fall after the school refused to
When Will It Change?
recognize the day.
One woman who described
Carter also emphasized the
herself as "just a community need for people to make changes
person" received applause after in the educational system. He said
she said "We've known all this for "All of us are discouraged with
five years. When is it going to the federal government. If we
change? When can we get our own assume that the federal
people representing us?
government is going to change
Norwood replied, "We have to anything we're pretty naive."

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

1953 CHEVY PICKUP, 4-speed, good con d.
$250 or trade for car. 877-2220. 5/10
THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles com•
plete with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4-speaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sal.,., 8920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/5
•
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMFld multiplex tuner and 4-speaker system. Has inputs for tape and phono.
$69.95 -or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/6
'66 VW, GOOD CONDITION, rebuilt engine. good tires, stereo tape, must sclly
844-aa28. 5/10
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been IU!ed. (7) fully cqulpped to
zig-zag, make buttonholes, etc. Thill is a
first time offer und they will go fast at
$49.96 apiece. We have threaded them
for your fnspcctfon. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, onen 9 to 9. 3/29

• • • Page 12•.

Civil Rights Commission's
Report on Ethnic Isolation
Reveals Chicano Problems

....,·

Two positions are open for
minority students who will be
juniors or seniors at the end of
this semester. The students filling
the positions will work from July
1 until August. 31 in Idaho Fulls,
Idaho.
For further information, call
the Chicano Studies Ce11ter,.
277·5940.

FORSALE

YAMAHA 650. 4800 miles, $995, Air conditioner, 110 volt. 449 Sycamore NE, 242·
6006. 6/11
SWIM SUITS: tank suits, traditional and
baggics. Price $5-$8. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 5/10
MAMIYA-SEKOR-528TL, with case, vivatar 90 flash, Petri telephoto lens. $100.0D.
265-8119. 5/10
TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, 9 speakers
in each cabinet $80. Son:Y TC·355 tape
deck SSO. New RCA Portable $75. Must
sell. Call Rich 842-8210.
SOLID GOLD 1967 GTO convert. P.S.,
P.B. Call 256-7786. 5/13
YAMAHA 175 ENDUR0-1800 miles.
$425, 255-4657. 5/13
KAWASAKI 500, 1970. Dependable and
beautiful. Best offer or trade for V .w. 'I
277-2792, Coronado Hall No. 203 after 7
or try dal'ti:::m:.:.:e::.. ..::5~/.:_7- - - - . , . , - , - - AKC BASSETT, male, 1 yr., soulful em·
path. Price variable with lodging. 2653819, 5/13
MUST SELL HONDA 750, Best accept;.
able offer by Saturday. 256-3221. 5/12
TOO MANY CARS: mllllt sell 1964 Corvnir-4 spd-2 door. Excellent condition
-$300. 299-7189 atfer 5:30 P.M. 5/12
COMPLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER
-Not manure or compost. Has: -valuable
unprocessed trace minerals. $3.50 for 50
lbs. Call 268-9206.

..- .

-S(du Kanfu, Time Maculae

When' you want the most
charters available for
Summer 1971, Call
212-697-3054
As a student at this
college, YOU may be
eligible for our low, low
cost fares. Flights from
New York to all major
European Cities.
Weekly departures.
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization.
Send coupon, .. call, write
or visit.

sr-;.

~;jft .. 3l346. G/10
JOB INl'ORlllATION. Ambitious men of nll
tradt'CI t10rth to Alnslta and Yukon, around
$2).)00 n. month. l<,or complete in1'ormation
wrih~ to Joh Researrh, P .. O. Dox 161,
Stn~A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3 to co\,er
C03t. 5/13
FREE FOOD ! Kltehcn lwlp n.,;ded. Fraternity, No experience O.K. Call 2473010.

'

"4 B41BDNCTIDUS TBIDMPB!
TBB '7Ds FIRST ORBIT BPIC!

Agent!

FORSALE

-~-·L·.---~---

WANTED-CALCULUS TUTOR-patient,
]lroft..~ssionnl. 2!J6 ..:;H32- after G P..M. 11;.10
UP-AGA-INST T.HF:'\v..\LL? There eot;i;j
be nlternntiv~~. Ar,'orn~N\V Corner or
Mc.;;a Vista 1 277~3013

~,,\t

Call Your
Travel

NI·:W RCA TV~-=--po-r-ta-h-le--:$-7-u::•.--:cM:-u;-,"t::--s-;:ell.
Call Rich ~42-8210. G/·~1~9---.,--SUM!I!EI~ -sirni TS::_--;;;;~y colored •r-shirts,
slPC\o't'le:;!', and Rtring J.:nitq. Sl-:,fiO to
S1~.ul). Lo!Jo ~~~n 1 s' Shop, 2120 Central

:; 11!

A study by the UNM School of
Medicine is checking if there is
much iron deficiency among
Albuquerque's teenage girls,
About 200 girls at Del Norte
High School, with their parents'
permission, have participated in
the free nutrition education
program and iron survey. Blood
samples were obtained by a
trained laboratory technician
under a doctor's supervisor.
By using a portable centrifuge,
the number of red corpuscles was
determined immediately. Further
testing of the blood is being
conducted in a local laboratory,
and results will be reported to the
girls and their parents by the
school nurse.
"We think it's important that
these teenage girls give some
thought to good nutrition," said
Nancy Weaver, nutritionist
working on the project. She tells

. '

Cut out and save this ad:

TERMS:' Payment mu,t he mnclc in fuJI prior to insertion of aU\o·ertio:ement
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M ed School Study Checks
Amount of Iron Deficiency

ENCLOSED $'----''---
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BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Monday, May 10,1971

Admiring fans pose with Pat Pattison, the star of the evening, at
the sock hop which netted about $7~ for supplies need.ed b¥ the
People's Pari: Committee. Students arnved at the dance Wlth sl1cked
back hair, turned up collars, long full skirts, bobby socks and
ponytails.

Photo by Pat McArdle

Like Wow!

Pat "Pelvis" Pattison had the
girls screaming at his feet Friday
night at the neat-o Cherry Bash
Sock Hop in the Union.

Studies Weapons Contracts, Social Responsibility
• ..

Sandra Sc~auer ·

· · . JVfana.ging Editoi.
Campus Editor , . , , , , . , ....... , ..•.. , . , , , , .... , Bob Hlady
Arts & Media . , , . , , .. , . , .. , , , ... , , , .. , • , , . , , , Charles Andrews
Sports Editor , .. , , , , , , ...... , ...•............. Mark Sanchez
Copy Editors .......•......••.•••••... ." •.•• , • Dave Parker, Robin Poppelsdorf, Kathi Schroeder, Sally Washington
Staff Writers .......•• :· .•.. , ...••.. , , ... , ... , , Dave Brands, Anne Plummer, Judy Gonzales, Aaron Howard, Clark
Jcrmain, Peter: Kate!, Pat McArdle, Sandy McCraw, Wayne McNeely,
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Jim Pensiero, Everett Robinson, Roger
Ruvolo, Deanne Stillman, Leslie Waddy
Advertising Staff ....•.•.......•...•.•..• , .•.. ,Joe Brawley, Roy Brown, Nancy Carson, Michelle Raigoza, David
Salazar, Judy Whitney
·
Photographer •....•...........•.. , ..... ·: ..... Chuck Feil

Staff

editorial
Riding Beat with Cops Chance to Talk~
Albuquerque's new Chief of Police
Donald Byrd is setting up a program
allowing interested citizens to ride with
patrolmen on their rounds.
Byra has said he believes having people
"observing the officer in his work arena"
will help people in the community and on
the force "understand each other."
Byrd's interest in good relations between
the community and the police is considered
one of his major drawing-cards for the police
chief's job. This program looks like a
concrete way of filling his promises to
improve those relations.

It will be interesting to see who, if
anybody, responds to the invitation to ride
with the patrolmen. Hopefully, it will be
those unsure of how the police operate, or
those who are displeased with the police.
In the long stretches of time on a shift
spent cruising Albuquerque's streets there
will be opportunity for conversation on a
personal level, time to clarify viewpoints and
work out misunderstandings.
That is, there will be time to
communicate if students, citizens and the
individual patrolman make use of this newly
created opportunity to talk things out.

. .·. ·.
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"A friendly little game, Mr. Mao? Why, certainly! I pick up the bat like this, right?
Now what? Oh, I see ... "
f7'~T.z;;;z:;."J:':;;c::;.•;:;;• ··-:;·:"::~·::;.~··;·:;:.·.~:·:··:;;··.-.:·:."'.~;::"·::··:· :· ·;. ··.·:· ·:::·;;-::··; ;·::.:·;:.:···· .::::::· ": . ·:;.co:•::.::: :: c:~: :;· · :·..·;· "''. ~ :: :..:. • : :·: ::. :.: ..:

!] £etters ...
:.~·;.;

Coffeehouse Defender
To the Editor:
An article entitled "Union
Night Crew Cleans Mess"
appeared in The Lobo on Tuesday
(May 4 ). In this article some
derogatory things were said about
the experimental coffeehouse
sponsored by the Program
Directorate. I feel that the patrons
and sponsors of the coffeehouse
have been slandered. I wish to
submit a few remarks in their
defense.
The article said that the nigh£
crew refers to the coffeehouse as
the "opium den" and that
"lingering marijuana smoke
sometimes nauseates the men''. I
knew when I opened the
coffeehouse that some people
would confuse a "coffeehouse"
with a drug-users haven.
Generally, drug users are too
smart to bring anything into a
place which would be suspect as a
drug users haven, However, on
three occasions I have seen people
light up their joints in the
coffeehouse, On each of these
occasio·1s I have urged the
offenders to do their smoking
elsewhere. And on each occasion,
they have coopP.rated.
I have been in that Lounge all
evening during all eight of the
coffeehouse sessions, and I have
not seen or smelled any drugs for·
the last five weeks. The
implication was made that a
syringe was found there after one
of our sessions. Since I cannot
beieve that anyone could "shoot
up" inconspicuously in a public
P!!-g~.• ~,

place, and since I have seen no
one perform such an action in the
coffeehouse, I cannot believe that
anyone in fact has done so. Has it
occurred to anyone that people
use that room all day long before
any patrons of the coffeehouse
come in?
Furthermore, the article read as
though the coffeehouse were the
only place where anyone used
drugs (except the elevators). I
submit to you that you can find
someone at <J,ny time of the day or
night almost anywhere in the
Union who is taking or smoking
some kind of drug. Except maybe
in the coffeehouse where they are
asked to leave if they are seen.

A further commen.t by the
night crew was that the place
"looks worse than a pig-pert," For
the first four weeks of the
coffeehouse I cleaned up all the
paper and ashtrays in the room,
with help from almost everyone in
the room. One night, Mr. Skulis
came in and told us not to elean it
up because it was his job. After
that week there was no mass
effort to clean up at the end of
the evening.
I know that there will always
be those who are messy outside of
their own homes, and those who
will do their drug thing where and
when they please. So let us be
careful not to generalize and
imply that everyone in the
Thompson Lounge on Thursday
nights is by definition a "dirty
drug addict." In reality, they are
mostly great people who ha'</e

talents and ideas to share. Come
and see for yourself.
Julianne B. Rieksecker

Responsibility Plea
This is a rather personal letter
but will apply, I am sure, to many
of us in the University
community.
Today was a very sad day for
me because sometime between
Monday night and Tuesday
morning, Richard Turner, UNM
lab employe and friend of mine,
ended his life. Despite the many
people who knew Richard, and
like myself, were aware of his
problems, he found a time and a
place to die alone.
This is not an accusation, but a
confession of my guilt on my part
and on the part of all of those of
us who have ever looked away
from a fellow human being or
have been too concerned with
minding .our own business or not
becoming invol'<led with other
people's personnl problems to try
to understand or help. In this time
when we arc so concerned with
bettering this earth and the lot of
humanity, we must recognize the
needs, sometimes desperation of
the individual and do and give
whatever is necessary to help him.
There is no saying we are sorry
now, no passion or sorrow counts
now, because a man who faced a
crisis alone had no one to save
him, so he has perished and we
have all lost him.
Now we have seen what can
happen, and what does happen,
because we have learned to love

Group Probes Corporate Policies

ByCAROLYNBABB
(The Source, author, reporter, frustrated psychology major,
bottomless container of irrelevant information, etc., who
unconsciously volunteered to. put together this facsimile of a
column, respectfully submits her reasons for attempting the
undertaking- or undertaking the attempt as the case may be.
To wit: 1) a belief the brain should be stimulated not less than
two times a day by fascinating problems and questions, 2) the
brain should further be exercised in the effort to divine
answers, solutions, etc., such as they may be said problems and
questions, 3) hopefully this column of miscellaneous data will
liven up an otherwise dull existence-and provide a valid
excuse for my not doing homework.)
Q. Why have the denizens of the administrative
confoundium defaced the natural beauty of the campus with
the hideous aluminum light poles which spew forth their
billious refluence each eve on the otherwise placid
countenance of our academic home? R. J.
A. Ernest Blumenthal, an estimator for the University
architect said, "Some of the other denizens of our placid
home wanted to be able to walk from one side of the campus
to the other without worrying about creatures lurking in the
darkness." He said that gas lights were pretty, but impractical
and that the hideousness of aluminum poles is a matter of
opinion. Van Dorn Hooker, University architect, also said it
was a matter of taste, but if the questioner was referring to
the ones that line the street, he didn't think they were very
attractive either. "Unfortunately, the more design and input
that goes into a light the more you pay for it," he said.
Q. Can you change your pre-registration. card once it is
turned in? E.H.N. What happens if you don't turn in your
pre-registration card by the new deadline? A. S.
A. Program changes may be made after school starts next
fall with drop-add slips as usual. Those who failed to turn in
their pre-registration cards by May 8 will have to go through
the regular registration process next fall that everyone has
complained about in the past.
Q. Is it possible to get bicycle licenses through the mail?
Where, when and how much? P.S.B.
A. Send your age, address, zip code, telephone number,
the size, color,. serial number and whether a boy's or girl's bike
to P.O. Box 1293 along with $1. Licenses must be renewed
every year.
Q. What do I do to get advised about my schedule and
how do I go about transfening to the college I want to major
in now that there are no advisors? C.S.B.
A. Since there ·are no assigned advisors go to the
department office of your intended major and talk to the
secretary there about finding someone who can sit down and
talk to you about your schedule. Then when you have 26
credit hours (including P.E.) and a 2.0 grade point go to
room 20 of the University College and Counseling Center. All
you need do to get transferred is have your student ID with
you and your signature in two places on a form.
However, you are not actually transferred until the end of
the semester in which you apply for transfer (until grades
come out) so that your transfer becomes effective the
semester following your applicatiQn. Also, the transfer report
is effective for that semester only. If for some reason you do
not meet one of the requirements you must re-apply for
transfer the next semester. It will not be done automatically.
Q. Is it true that Albuquerque police if they are searching
your apartment for drugs and have reason to suspect you of
possessing drugs or marijuana will plant some marijuana or
other drugs in your apartment in order to frame you and
threaten a jail sentence in order to get you to rat on your
friends-especially if you don't have any drugs or marijuana
in your possession? J. J.
A. The Albuquerque police I have talked to say it is not
true. Sgt. Langowski of police training and community
relations said the question was absolutely and positively
ridiculous (he said it twice). "We wouldn't in any way be able
to do it to begin with. Police consider perjury one of the
worst crimes, and the officer would have to testify in court.
We will not perjure ourselves to convict and obtain .
information." Sgt. McClanahan said he could see no
motivation for officers to do something like that because
officers are promoted by passing tests not, by turning in "x"
number of criminals. If you have proof of any specific
incident a complaint should be filed.
Q. Who do I see about getting the hellacious chuckholes at
the corner of Terrace and Redondo fixed? C. C.
A. The Street Maintenance Dept. of the· city of
Albuquerque at 842-7755 has sent a troubleshooter out with
his bucket of asphalt and your problem should be fixed by
the time this is in print.
·
(All questions of The Source should be directed to The
Source, cfo The Lobo, P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, 87106. Please include your name, address and
telephoJ.?.e number, although only initials will be used in the
column. Questions will not be answered by mail.)
ourselves before them. I send out
an impassioned plea for each one
of us to take up and share the
responsibilitY. that we have
inherited as human beings, to be
human and to love and cherish
our fellow humans. There is
nothing more fragile or more
perishable than life. Only thll
greatest concern and care can

preserve it, and only we can
extend that to each other.
We must all accept the
responsibility for each other's
lives. We must never turn away.
Richard had only his life; let us
not wait tor another to give his up
too before we see him while he
was alive.
Elaine Elizabeth Barrett
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Now here we have one of our
finest models. Guaranteed for at
least 50,000 miles or we replace it
with a new tire. And if you should
have a flat, we 'II even fix it free.
All sizes available. Immediate
installation. I'll sell you four of
these gems for 25 cents .

Tire Salesman

Army Officers Confiscate
Anti-War Maifto Soldiers
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS}-A
confidential Army directive
obtained from Vietnam shows
that Army commanders have been
ordered to intercept and
confiscate personal, first class mail
containing

·I
I

(
I

II

nn ti-war

or

other

dissident publications sent to
soldiers there. (N.Y. Times, March
20, 1971).
With this paragraph opened a
pandora's box of information on
the illegal activities of the armed
forces in their continuing attempt
to keep information about the
anti-war movement from G.I.'s.
The confiscated material consisted
of letters sent to G.I. 's in Vietnam
by the G.I. Press Service.
A letter, sent to Melvin Laird
by seven members of Congress

stated, "the Courts of this
country have made it abundantly
clear that the basic rights of
citizens cannot arbitrarily be
taken away from them merely
because they have become
members or the Armed Forces."

They go further to state that
unless Laird either fully explains
or corrects his illegal tampering
with the mail, "this
Subcommittee (on Postal Service
of the House) would feel
compelled to begin an immediate
investigation of the actions taken
by the Army." Included in the
seven signers are Morris K. Udall,
chairman of the Subcommittee,
and Thaddeus J. Dulski, Chairman
of the full House Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service.

Ecology Group Extends Contest
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
(CPS}-Environmental Action last
week announced plans to extend
its contest for armchair
environmental activists, labeled
the first "Ecotage" contest.
The purpose of the event is to
collect tactics which can be used
by "concerned citizens to stop
corporations or institutions from
polluting, exploiting or otherwise
threatening the survival of the
earth and its inhabitants."
Arrangements have been made
with a book publisher to publish
the best entries.
"Ecotage" has been defined by
Environmental Action spokesmen
as the "branch of tactical biology
that deals with the relationship
between living organisms and their
technology." They stressed that
any idea would be considered by

judges, but preference would be
given tactics which can be
implemented without "injuring
life systems."
The first place winner will be
flown to Washington, D.C. to
receive the Golden Fox Trophy,
given in honor of "the fox" of
Kane County, lllinois, whose
harrassment of industrial polluters
with non·violent tactics has drawn
national attention.

Do Americans understand the
social impact of corporate decision-making? Are corporations
conscious of social responsibility?
Do Americans know which companies hold government contracts
which help in the manufacturing
of weapons to be used in South
Vietnam?
These are questions that the
Council of Economic P1•iorities
(CEP) hopes to answer or clarify
to the general public. CEP is a
newly founded non-profit corporation which hopes to serve as an
info1•mation and research center
to provide objective data on corporate policies, products, and
practices.
"The Council on Economic Pl·iorities works to expose what some
corporations would prefer to keep
hidden and to highlight commendable policies of others in a1·eas of
equal employment, manufacture
of war materials, overseas investment and environment protection," Alire Tepper, director of
·' CEP told reporters at a news conference in Washington, April 27.
Promote Responsibility
"By providing objective and accurate information, the organization believes that people related
directly or indirectly with corporations can be pursuaded to promote greater responsibility in
corporation and business affairs."
CEP will publish a monthly
journal, the "Economic Priorities
Report" containing information
related to four areas. The four
areas are the manner in which
companies deal with environment,
minority rights, overseas investment and the types of weapons
produced for the Department of
Defense.
The first issue of the "Economic
Priorities Report" is already
available. An in-depth study, "The
Manufacturers of Anti-Personnel
Weapons" reveals that 105 American corporations supply weapons to the Department of Defense.
"Developed for. 11"e in Vietnam,
the only purpose of anti-personnel
weapons is to injure and kill humans. They do little or no damage
to property," a CEP spokesman
said. A detailed description of 43
of the 105 companies is given in
the report.
Companies such as the D. H.
Bald\vin Company, manufacturer
of pianos h&s held a contract with
the Department of Defense since
1965.
Rockets
Their contract with the Pentagon amounts to less than $5 million. $3.1 million for loading, assembling and packing of 2.75 inch
rocket motors; $1.7 million for
modification of the rocket motors.
The CEP monthly journal reveals the 2.75 inch rockets have
what they term "fragmentation

warheads, which a1•e antipersonnel
weapons. This type of weapon is
one of a series of weapons which
have been developed by the Pentagon for fighting limited wars and
are now being produced by American Jh·ms for use in Vietnam."
The· Bulova Watch Company
Inc. holds a contract as well of
almost $4 million for impact fuses
that go into the 2.75 inch rockets.
"These anti-personnel weapons cannot penetrate walls; they
cannot destroy military vehicles;
they cannot even reach military
equipment or \lUpplies protected
behind sandbags. Their destructivP force is aimed at only one
target-people," according to the
Economic Priorities Report.
Pollution Investigation
CEP's next study will focus on
the paper and pulp industry, Tepper said. "It will investigate the
concrete steps being taken by
various corporations in the industry to install equipment that conh·olR pollution," she added.
The views of the newly formed

CEP appear to coincide with such
organizations as Campaign GM
whose goals are to make known
public corporate activity, the effect of theil· decisions and the impact they have on the individual
and the general public.
"Corpomtions should be open
to public inspection rogarding the
products they choose to manufactu~·e and their policies and practices in te1•ms of their impact on
the quality of our .lives,'.' Tepper
asserted.
The "Economic Priorities Report" should serve to inform the
public. "We arc here to fill the information gap, to provide information on effects to instill social
responsibility in corporations,"
Tepper said,
Special rates are available to
students and clergy of the "Economic Priorties Report." Requests
can be addressed to: Council of
Economic Priorities, 1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

CHANGES
Help a kid find success, develop confidence and like llimself.
• Work with ages 7-14
• voluntary
• from 6(4 to 8/20
• 1·2 lm. mornings

UNM Tutoring Project
Day 242-1056

evenings 255-9239
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Student Accounts Invited
FREE UNLIMITED SPECIAL:
conversation, alternatives, friendly
people, information, referrals, and
coffee. At Agora, NW corner Mesa
Vista. 277-3013.

Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Winrock Open 10 AM-9 PM. Sat. Open 10 AM-6 PM
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Public Riding With Police,
Key to Relations Program
Albuquerque's new Chief of
Police, Donald Byrd (formerly an
assistant chief with the Dallas
Police) is instituting a plan
whereby the average citizen,
including University students, will
soon be able to see for themselves
what a policeman's job is like.
In an effort to better
police/community relations,
people interested in viewing
events from the "other side" will
soon be able to ride with officers
in their patrol cars while they are
on duty.
•
"We want to establish a rapport
between the police and the
people, and we think this can be
done by having them observe the
officer in his work arena," Byrd
said. "We hope it will do a iot to
help them understand each
other," he added.
Byrd said the problems
between the police and the

u.s.

"The plan to have people ride
with the police should go into
effect in the immediate future,"
Byrd said.

0

Uncluttered
C}eon-Cut

D-Ark., chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, is
leading the drive which will take
up most of the Senate's time this
week.
In the House, Nixon administration supporters indicate they
will try to revive the Supersonic
Transport (SST) development
halted earlier this year by Congress.
Pro-SST forces are reported
planning to seek addition of development funds into a $6.8 billion catch-all appropriations bill
that goes before the House TUesday.
The bill contains $85.3 million
to phase out the £astern-thansound aircraft development. But
House GOP Leader Gerald R.
Ford is reported to back an effort to have Congress vote the
$85.3 million to continue, not
phase out, the controversial aircraft.
Also, the House Ways and
Means Committee may report out
the most comprehensive welfare
changes in 30 years.
The bill would provide a $2400
yearly income floor for families
with no other income and supply
federal payments, for the first
time, to non-welfare families with
very low incomes.
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APSCOE ninth graders break into small groups to discuss "What is
language?" The APSCOE teachers use graphics extensively to gain
pupil interest. The project, after three years of study, has been
discontinued because no firm agreement could be reached between
APS and the College of Education.

Group Discussions

U Program Helps English Pupils
Secondary Education Students Develop New Curriculum
By EVERETT ROBINSON
High school students may have
a better understanding of English
thanks to a joint project of the
Albuquerque Public Schools and
the College of Education's
secondary education department
(APSCOE).
A locally-funded study,
APSCOE has been developing and
evaluating a new curriculum for
teaching English in high schools
and the middle grades, 6, 7 and 8,
since 1969. But after three years
of study, the project has been
discontinued.
Peter Prouse, APSCOE's
coordinator, first conceived the
idea of using "high potential"
secondary ed students to develop
this curriculum in 1962. APSCOE
in English was initiated in 1969,
with expansion this year to cover
the middle grades.
Prouse views APSCOE as a
chance to give outstanding
candidates extended training, in
the classroom, for a full year,
compared to 6 or 9 weeks of
student teaching under the regular
teacher education program.
Albuquerque Public Schools
(APS) cooperates with the project
by leaving several teaching
positions vacant in two "growth"
schools, Jackson Junior High and
Manzano High SchooL
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Class Rings
Unbelievable. College class
rings that are jewelry!
Rings so stylish, you'd wear
one for the sheer ornamentation of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings. On
our man's ring, you have
your choice of degree symbol or fraternity letters.
And the women's rings are
feminine. Just for women.
Not scaled-down versions
of the man's model. Come
see them -no obligation.
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Paper 53 I Cloth 58-Also available by mail from:
Hummingbird Press, 421 Clarke SW Albuquerque, NM 87105
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Astounding Sound
Brilliant Light Show

Extensive Screening
Prospective candidates usually
complete the two basic
ed uca tiona! foundation classes
before 'undergoing the extensive
screening required to enter the
program. Academic requirements
.for those selected are altered to
adjust to the full year of student
teaching.
Then, in a preparatory
semester, the student concentrates
on the "seven-hour program."
This consists of 3 semester hours
of English, 3 hours in English
curriculum and 1 hour in
adolescent development,
During their second semester in
the program interns are put into

English curriculum for grades 7
through 12.
National A ward
The APSCOE project has been
judged one of the top 10 in the
nation by the American
Association of Colleges of
Teachers Education. But in June,
the project ends,
Prouse feels the project proved
its point-a new curricul.um or
procedure for teaching English
was needed. What the project
developed, a bookcase filled with
daily lesson plans, may be a
solution.
But why has the program been
discontinued?
Prouse said he discontinued the
3- or 4-man teams, one for each
program when it became evident
grade level. This accommodates there was no firm contractual
the 18 to 24 students in the agreement between APS and the
program.
College of Education, He had
Two fulltime APS teachers suggested last spring that
work with each team of interns in University officials, and in
preparing lesson plans for the particular the COE, confirm
following year.
policies, in writing, with APS.
The third and fourth semesters
Demands Funds
are spent in the classroom. The
The Albuquerque Classroom
team reviews the course outline Teachers Association (ACTA)
daily for problems encountered in demanded refunding of the
the classroom.
APSCOE project at
Flexible Facilities
$100,000-$20,000 more than
APS has provided 7 flexible Prouse feels the project needs. But
classrooms for APSCOE's use. The because the University could not
rooms are divided by folding · agree on conditions for operation
curtains which can be removed or of the project until late April,
added to make variable sized Prouse decided to end the
rooms. With 48 to 7 5 pupils in the program.
program, this provides the
He said, "We we.re just unable
flexibility. in student to teacher to undertake the long process of
mtio of from 1:1 to 1:75.
interviewing necessary for the
Pupils have been tested for project."
performance on standardized tests
So this June APSCOE comes to
and Prouse reports APSCOE an end, But Albuquerque high
students have outperformed other school students may have a better
pupils by more than the "one per understanding of English thanks
cent level of significance." This to the APSCOE project.
indicates the pupil's superiority
was due to what the teacher had
American Jewish Writers
done, not just general transfer.
Ellen Spolsky will teach Special
The APSCOE project has been Studies in American Literature
under constant testing and this summer session weekdays at
eva! uation since its inception. 10:30 a.m. The class will center
Prouse's graduate assistant, around such American Jewish
Rodney Young is working with writers as Philip Roth, Saul
another Ph.D. candidate to review Bellow, Bernard Malamud and I.
the curriculum created during the
B. Singer. For more information
three years. The net result will be call
277 ·4436.
a "bare bones" description of an

The political film seems to be a
monopoly of European directors.
Not that Americans haven't tried
to make explicitly political movies,
but most of these bear up badly in
comparison with European works.
Compare, for instance, "La Guerre
Est Finie" with "The Revolutionary."
One of the latest, and best of
the Eurppean political films is currently playing at Don Panchos-·
"Investigation of a Citizen Above
Suspicion," directed by Marina
Cicogna.
"Investigation" is about the
basis of politics-power. The principal character of the movie is the
former head of the police homicide
division in an Italian city who has
just been promoted to chief of the
political division.
The man ends his job in the
homocide division by murdering
his mistress. One watches him try
to lead his former subordinates to
find the murderer. At the same
time, he is tormented by memories
of his relationship with the woman

8:00P.M.

Students $1.00 with ID

Ride The
Bus
'

WASHINGTON (UPI)-"Love
beads," an imported candy product containing a high level of
cadmium metal, has been implicated in at least 15 non-fatal
poisonings of children and is being taken off the market voluntarily, the government said Friday.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) said about 85
multi-colored beads plus a candy
medallion bearing the slogans
"flower power" or "flower child"
are strung on an elastic necklace
and sold nationally in 10-cent
packages, mostly to young people.
The cadmium, a highly poisonous heavy metal particularly dangerous for children because they
llave le3s reaistancc to it than

adults, has been found only in the
medallions so far, but the FDA
warned against eating the beads
too.
Some of the victims nearly have
lost consciousness after swallowing the candy product imported
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Southwest Teachers Agency
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Minority Fellowships
Information for fellowships in
management careers in public and
private organizations is available
at the Chicano Studies Center
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Monday through Friday
9:00AM-4:00PM
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from Hong Kong. Severe stomach
pains, vomiting, lethargy and
drowsiness have been reported
within 10 minutes to an hour after
the candy was eaten, the FDA
said, but recovery normally occurs
within several hours.
The FDA said poisoning cases
attributed to the beads have been
reported in California, Washington state and Illinois, where the
problem was first detected.
The agency said in warnings to
all state health departments that
concentrations of cadmium in the
candy have been up to 2000 times
the federal tolerance level of 5
parts per million and that more
than 600,000 packages have been
distributed since Jan. 1 by the
Ce Ce Candy Co., in Union, N.J.

more than a political stand, but
an expression of his own helplessness in the system.
Dubbing Poor
Unfortunately, this version of
the film is dubbed. The dubbers
were apparently indecisive about
what accents to use. At times the
same actor speaks like a Brooklyn
longshoreman, at times like an
educated European. At all times,
the dialogue sounds like it's read,
not spoken, This is not to put
down Don Panch«:>'s. The manager
told me that he tried to ge an undubbed version of the film but
that none was available. And "Investigation" is so .good that the
dubbed voices are only a minor
annotance.
"Investigation"
is
playing
through Thursday; feel guilty if
you miss it.
PeterKatel

2004 CENTRAL S.E.

FUN

WITH MAX SHULMAN

(But he aulhar of Rallu Round tht Flag, BQys ••• Dob1'e Gilh's.,. Ht'.}

Groovy Gifts for Grabby Grads
Yes, I know how busy you are-cramming for finals, deciphering your notes, helping old grads find their dentures after Class
Day-but let me interrupt your manifold activities-cramming
for finals, deciphering your notes, searching for meat in the dormitory stew-to remind you that Commencement Day is almost upon
us, and it's high time you started shopping for presents to give
your friends who are graduating. So pause a moment in your busy
schedule-cramming for finals, deciphering your notes, raising
bail-to look over this list of charming gift suggestions.
We will start with the hardest gift problem of all: what do
you give the person who has everything? Well sir, here are some
gifts I promise you he does not have:
1. A low hurdle.
2. A street map of Perth, Australia.
3. Fifty pounds of goose fat.
4. A supply of Miller High Life Beer.
"What?" you exclaim, your young eyebrows leaping in perpendicular incredulity. "The person who has everything does not
have a supply of Miller High Life Beer?" you rasp, your young
lips curling in horizontal derision. "What arrant nonsense!'' you
snarl, making a coarse gesture.

But I reply with an emphatic "No!" The person who has
everything, I insist, does not have a supply of Miller High Life
Beer-not for long anyhow-because .if he is a person who enjoys
a beer light but mellow, hearty but delicate, a beer that cloys not,
neither does it pall, a beer that is forever amber and forever
ambrosia, a beer deliciously dependable and dependably delicious,
a beer, in short, for all seasons-if, I say, he is a person who enjoys
such a beer-and who does not? eh? who does not?-then he does
not have a supply of Miller High Life. Wha't he has is a supply
of empty Miller cans and bottles and a thirst that could turn
dangerous if neglected.
So of course we will give all our graduating friends plenty
of Miller High Life. And if you're looking for some additional
gifts, too, here are more suggestions:

Applications for KUNM General Manager
are now being accepted by the Radio Board.

Albuq. Transit System 842-7830
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he killed.
Prisoner of System
As he is dealing with the consequences of his act, he is carzying out his new duties-with an
emphasis on eradicating subversives. "Every criminal is a subversive and every subversive is a
criminal" he tells his men.
The policeman's criminal act is
a means of showing him and us
the paradox of his position of
power. For it becomes clear that
he is as much a prisoner of the
system as the criminals he catches.
The development of this realization is one of the themes of the
film.
The camera work and the color
quality seem particularly harsh
as if to mercilessly expose th~
characters, for the film is a brutal
examination of the realities of a
system of control and punishment.
The system is examined not
only in relation to one of its members, but also in its treatment of
its enemies, The policeman's hat:t"ed of revolutionaries becomes

Poison Candy Love Beads
Being Tak~en Off Market

Beat the Parldng Problem
the Easy Way:

Monday, May 10
Shopping Center
2256 Wyoming N.E.
Phone (505) 298·7587

~
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Popejoy Hall

THE MALL

CASA LUNA

Film Examines Political Paradox

community have been in existence
since officers quit walking a beat
and got into cars. Patrol cars were
supposed to be more efficient and
enable the force to cover more
territory. They have also widened
the ''gap" physically and
communications-wise between the
police and the people.
Citizens wishing to ride with an
officer will first have to sign a
liability waiver releasing the city
from any responsibility for
possible injury or death while
with the policeman. The legal
department is now in the process
of drawing up such a waiver for
adults from 18·year·olds on up,
when they become legal adults
this July 1.

Senate Doves Back:
Deadline for Vietnam War

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
campaign to end the Vietnam war
moves from tlie streets into Congress this week with Senate doves
pledging an all-out try to impose
a Dec. 31 cutoff date.
With the backing of Senate
Democratic leader Mike Mansfield,
D-Mont., the anti-war bloc will
try to attach a bring-the-boyshome amendment to a bill to extend the draft for two more years.
After thrpe week~ of anti-war
demonstrations-and a "victory"
rally Saturday-primary attention will focus on the efforts of 17
Senators who want troops out of
Vietnam by the end of the year.
Sen. J. William Fulbright,

Lobo Review

Monday, May 10, 1971

For someone graduating with a degree in American history,
how about a hand-blown jade figurine of Millard Fillmore with a
clock in the stomach? (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was the only
American president with a clock in his stomach. It's true of course
that James K. Polk had a stem-winder in his head and Chester A.
Arthur, as· you know, chimed on the quarter-hour, but only Mr.
Fillmore of all our chief executives had a clock in his stomach.
To be sure, Franklin Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary
Taylor ticked and Martin Van Buren had a Swiss movement but,
I repeat, Mr: Fillmore and Mr. Fillmore alone had a clock in his
stomach. Moreover, Mr. Fillmore was the first president with
power steering. Small wonder they called him "Old Hickory!")
But I digress. Returning to Graduation gifts, here is another
that is sure to please-a gift certificate from the American Society
of Chiropractors. Accompanying each certificate is this enchanting
little poem:
Is your tailbone now a failbone?
Has your sac?-u-m been dislodged?
Are you hating vertebrating?
Come right in and get massaged.

Is your lumbar growing number?
Has your pelvis run aground?
Does your caudal tend to dawdle?
Coma right in and let us pound.
Finally, if you have a music-loving friend, how about a personal portable radio that plugs right into his ear? Next year you
can give him a little pick to dig the plug out.

*

*

*

When the ecccitement of Commencement is over, we, the brewers
of Miller Beer, have what seems to us a fine suggestion: sit down
/O?' a peaceful moment and ?'elax with a glass of Miller. If you've
got the time, we've got the beer.

.. .
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Sports

J

Illusionists Aim. High in Softball;
Art Team Plays by Greek Theory
"Actually we're a typical
expansion team - a lot . of
seasoned veterans and some
youngsters trying to break in,"
says Tom "Speedy" Goodman in
describing the softball team he's
on.
Goodman is the shortstop of a
very atypical team in one of
Albuquerque's summer softball
leagues.
The ''seasoned veterans''
Goodman speaks of are all
members of the UNM art
department faculty. The
"youngsters trying to break in"
are students of art-students who
must perform well enough off the
softball field (in the classroom at
UNM) so their older teammates
can give them passing grades.
Leonard Lehrer, professor of
art and chairman of the UNM art
department, will man the hot
corner spot on this team which
calls itself The Illusionists.
'Work on Balance'
Speaking of The Illusionists,
Prof. Lehrer, who also will be
field captain when the team plays
its first game next week, says,
"We work on balance. If we have

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

730 KC

Stump Jumpin
Country Choos
1·5 pm

Mon.-Fri.

Dylan-Pooo-Byrds

a good pitcher then our defense
will collapse."
In a more serious vein Prof.
Lehrer, who likes to lapse into
reverie of his American Legion
base ball days, says this team can't
help but improve faculty-student
relations in the art department.
"You need a release from the
tension of the classroom and
playing softball helps," Lehrer
said.
,
"And we go by the old Greek
theory that a sound body is both
mentally and physically alert," he
added.
Lehrer sees The Illusionists as a
line drive hitting team, but Bryn
Manley isn't sure if that will be
the case. Manley, an associate
professor of art with
concentrations in sculpture and
drawing, had never even played
softball until about seven weeks
ago.
That's when the art department
started having weekend
faculty-student games.
Manley speaks with a thick
English accent-he moved to the
United States seven years ago
from the British Isles.
"I'm a rugby player by trade,"
Manley says, but "I'll be starting
behind the plate, when we open
our season.
"I also was a wicket keeper in
cricket and that's the equivalent
to a catcher, I suppose."
Lithographer--Second Baseman
Daniel Socha is short and
bearded and the colorful
lithographs making up his masters
of arts theses were on display
recently at the UNM art museum,
but when it's softball time he
mans second base.
"Why do I play second? I can't
throw the ball any farther than
from second to first," he quips.
Continuing with lighthearted
comments, second baseman Socha
talks about the offensive part of
softball. "I like to hit the ball so I
can touch the soft bases."

Mother forth-Joan Baez
Buffie Sainte-Marie
Country Joe McDonald
Arlo Guthrie
'8. More
Let a little Sunshine in .••

Baseball Article·

Rebuked·

An eight man detachment from UNM turned in a very
respectable performance this weekend at the West Coast
Relays in Fresno, California.
The Lobo squad was ~ed by mile.r ~ave Robe~s w?o
surprised everyone but himself by wmmng the. Umversity
division mile. He cut the wire at 4:0~.5, toppmg the old
UNM record of 4:04.1 set by Web Loudat in 1969.
Both the open division and the University divisio.n .were
run simultaneously, so overall Roberts only fn;nshed
fourth. He was beaten by open runner Chuck LaBenz at
4·.02 and two otller open runners who finished at 4:02 and
4:02.4 respectively.
.
.
Lobo coach Hugh Hackett expressed his pleasure m
Robert's finish by saying, "He was in last place with 220
yards to go and he almost caught them all."
·
th
The Lobo's also showed their power by winnmg · e
University division mile relay. The quartet of Ried Cole,
Keith Ohman, Michael Fredriksson and Tom Ericson
breezed across the tape at 3:11.3. Second place went to
d t•
f 3 11 5
Brigham Young, who's sprinters manage a Ime o : . .
A strong showing was also turned in by Ingemar Nyman.
Nyman finished second in the high jump competition with
a leap of 6-10,
k M
k · th
Another second was captured by Ric
auc 111 e
high hurdles. Mauck was second in the University division
and fourth overall in .the highs with a time of 14.2.
Ohman, meanwhile added to his showing in the mile
·
d' t
relays by taking fourth in the 440 yard mterme Ia e
hurdles. He was timed at 52.7.
In a strange turn of events UNM's Jesse Johnson ended
his day watching the meet from the stands. Entered in the
100-yard run by Hackett to warm up for the quarter mile
Johnson surprised everyone by qualifying for the 100
finals. Unfortunately his Cinderella performance was
marred when he pulled a muscle in the finals.

By GREGORY LALIRE
, from the men who run any other
I am writing this in regard to major sport team or business. Of
Richard Feuer's article, "Change course they want to make money,
For Baseball Needed?" but are they really being that
(Lobo-May 7) Feuer states that unfair? I feel the owners have
"unjust and cor.rupt policies are been too lenient in dishing out the
commonplace in organized large sums of money the players
bas~ ball; in fact, the entire
are demanding. The fans are being
operation of professional ball is treated better than ever before,
rotten to the core." First of all, I with the modern parks and ticket
would like to say that Feuer's prices that are far lower than
article is unjust and "basically those of football, hockey, and
rotten to the core." Policies in basketball. Feuer says that the
organized baseball are no more vast majority of owners approve
. Lobo pitching and batting was off again on again last weekend against the Sun Devils. The Lobo's will
unjust and corrupt than those in of unethical and sometimes illegal
need fine performances from the pitching department and batting from the likes of Riek Wicks who has
any other major sport, or for that practices in looking for a fast
been one of the most consistent performers for the Lobos all season, if they are to finish higher than third
matter any big business. The buck. However, I would like to
place in the Southern Division.
·
professional basketball leagues know what these unethical,
(NBA, ABA) are not exactly just sometimes illegal practices are.
in their battle against one another. Whatever they are doing can not
Such activities as drafting young be as bad as the activities of the
men while they are still in college, professional basketball owners.
It took three unearned runs and make ~he score 4-3. After
and doing just about anything to
The article criticizes the some clutch pitching by freshman sustaining a homer by both
build up theil: teams while cutting
down their rivals, are hardly fair "non-objective reporting" of the hurler/first baseman Ron Adair Bannister and Schmuck, the
writers and asks why sports for the UNM baseball team to Lobos put across three more men
practices.
·~t)
reporters
don't give more accurate finally bang out a victory over the to take the 'Yin, 7·5. Adair,
Baseball is not perfect and
some changes need to be made, reports. I feel most writers give a Arizona State Sun' Devils this relieved in the eighth by Bill
Irwin, claimed the win.
but to say organized baseball is rather accurate appraisal of what weekend.
The Lobos won the second
Irwin came back to start the
rotten to the core is a totally goes on. Can Feuer tell us why big
ridiculous and unfounded league managers sometimes refuse game of a three-game series, 7-5, second game for UNM, and
statement. Feuer lays out what he to talk to the press, and why they to extend their overall record to pitched eight innings before being
27·21 and their WAC slate to 4-8. relieved by Joe Waid. Irwin had
calls the "wrongs" of baseball. often speak out against the
ASU won the Friday game, 6-2, quite an adversary in ASU
These "wrongs" are mostly wrong writers? Many players, such as
and
claimed the nightcap of the freshman Ed Bane, who struck
and
Richie
Allen,
Roger
Maris
themselves, and what justified
Saturday
doubleheader, 9·2, to out 17 Lobos and gave up only
have
felt
the
pressure
of
the
press,
criticism he does have holds true
forward
their
marks to 44·10 and two hits, one by Larry Minarsich
to
talk
to
some
of
the
and
refused
for other professional sports and
11-2, respectively.
and one by Rick Wicks, to extend
big businesses as well as for reporters. I don't think these
journalists were writing stories to
Adair, a regular at first base for his season record to 9-1. Bane
baseball.
make these players heroes, worthy the Lobos, had retired 16 men in walked only five men the entire
'Power and Decision'
of
our worship.
a row and given up only one hit contest, and one of those free
The first criticism of
through
the first five innings of tickets, issued to Garcia, scored.
professional baseball that he
Feuer criticizes Bowie Kuhn,
Sun Devil catcher Fran
makes is that "power and who has helped baseball quite a the game to give the Lobos
decision-making rest entirely in bit since he was elected enough slack to muster up some Zblikowski, hitting only .143 at
gametime, smacked his first
the hands of white men." I agree Commissioner. I see nothing runs and hold on for the win.
Repair&: Maintenance
with this point and feel the wrong with the fact that Kuhn
Sun Devils Roger Schmuck and collegiate home run, a shot to
center
field,
and
three
other
hits
on all foreign cars
situation must be changed. suspended Dennis Mclain and
AI Bannister, the strongest hitters
1
However, it should be noted that criticized Jim Bouton's in the Sun Devil lineup, made to go 4·4 at the plate and drive in
you do not find many, if any, controversial book (Ball Four). hitting look easy throughout the four ASU runs to aid Bane in his
black owners in professional Kuhn was trying to protect the series. Schmuck extended his ~use.
The Lobos' next WAC series is
basketball or football. White men image of the organization hitting streak to 45 games by
333 Wyoming Blvd. 'NE
have dominated big businesses as (baseball) that he represents, just collecting at least one hit in each against Arizona here this
265-5901
Free Estimates
well. This wrong has been a part as any owner of a business would of the three games. He and weekend.
of many areas of life, not just do. I would not call the half year Bannister both hit homers in each
baseball. It is true that there are suspension given to McLain for game of the twin set Saturday,
no black managers in the majors associating with gamblers a very and Bannister had a triple.
SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406
at this time, but there are black harsh punishment. If anything
High Speed XEROX COPIES-So-No Limit
Lobo
coacH
fl Bob Leigh put
coaches and within the next few Kuhn was too lenient with
senior Jim Kremmel on the hill
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down fo BW' ;c 11
years there will be a number of McLain.
I
for Friday's single game, but the
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
black managers. The fact that
,d,arts, oversized periodicals and boo~.
somcone's skin is black no longer In order to voice this criticism and ace lefty had trouble getting
_I
started
against
the
nation's
the
other
"wrongs"
of
baseball,
he
hinders his managerial ambitions.
fourth-ranked
nine
and
the
Lobos
suggests
that
everyone
put
Jim
Treatment Not So Shabby
6·2. Then Leigh put Hank
The article states that the poor Bouton's name (he no longer lost,
Garcia on first base and Adair on
in
the
write-in
plays
baseball)
players are receiving shabby
the mound for the first game
Get Your S1>rinrr \VardTobe Now!
treatment. Player contracts have space on the All-Star ballots, Saturday.
The Lobos entered the
to
the
fans.
which
will
be
available
never been higher than they are
today, Three San Francisco Giant It should be noted that the fans third inning with a 1·1 tie- and
players are receiving over would not even have the used an error by Schmuck to
opportunity to vote for the score catcher Gary Stewart,
$100,0 00. Carl Yastrzemski All-Stars if it were not for the second baseman Kenny Johnson
recently signed a three year Commissioner.
and right fielder Bob Faford to
contract for a reported $500,000.
In thi~; time of inflation when
people are being laid off their jobs
and refused raises in pay, baseball
players are quite lucky. One
February 10, 1971
player (Wes Parker) has been
quoted as saying, "If I were an
This announcement is under no circumstances to be construed
owner I would permit salaries to
as an offer to sell or as a solicitation of an offer to buy any
go only so high, then get rid of
of these securities. The offering is made only by the offering
my big money men and use young
circular.
players." He believes that the
inflated salaries the players are
2,850,000 Shares
demanding will damage the game
SELF-STORAGE COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.
of baseball. As far as the shabby
working conditions of the players
COMMON STOCK
are concerned, I would bet that
Par Value, $0.01 Per Share
nine out of ten Americans would
Price $0.10 Per Share
be happy to trade places with a
ball player, even a ball player like
Copies of the offering circular may be obtainecl from Self-Storage Company
Dal Maxvill, who is a .200 hitter.
of America, Incorporated, 317 Commercial Avenue, N.E., Albuquerque,
298·8%80
(He makes over $40,000.)
New Mexico, 87102.
2001 Eubank NE
Money Grabbers
The article states that the
owners are money grabbers. I am
\
sure the owners are no different

Gerald Johnson is an associate
professor of art and teaches
mostlyThrows
classes ainLot
sculpture.
of Clay
"Since he's a sculptor he
throws a lot of clay at UNM, but
on the softball field he throws a
lot o£ junk," an Illusionist utility
infielder blurted out.
Prof. Johnson, of course, is the
team's arm.
Roaming around the center
field area on opening day will be
Assistant Prof, of Art Jim Kraft,
whose academic emphasis is in the
areas of photography and graphic
design.
Softball and these areas m·e
related, he believes.
"The conceptual dynamics of
softball is definitely relat~d to
photography regarding the 'hit
and miss factor', and depth of
field weighs heavily in both
photography and softball," he
concludes.
Despite coming up with far out
relationships between art and
softball,
Prof.
Kraftit is
"deadly
serious" as
he puts
about
The
ll!usionists' chances of finishing
atop the standings.
But he still adds, "We're still
looking for uniforms,"
L-=:=:.=..::~..:.:..::::..:.=-._:_~--~-----------------f
Guess what? The sport of
badminton was devised at the end
of the 1860's at Badminton Hall
in Gloucestershire, England, the
seat of the Dukes of Beaufort.
Mickey Mantle, once hit a
baseball 565 feet. The feat was
recorded as the longest home run
on record and was struck in 19 53.
In the old days when baseball
had a 154 game schedule, almost
all teams experienced at least one
shutout. In 1932 the Bronx
Bombers also known as the New
York Yankees defied that rule and
became the only team to
complete the entire season
without being shutout.

Simpson, Linksters Place Third at AU
UNM golf coach Dick McGuire's
forces placed third ill the annual
Arizona Invitational Golf Tournament Saturday with a three round
team total of 895, behind the third
place finish of Lobo Paul Simpson.
Simpson's 218 was within two
strokes of Dave Sheff, the Arizona
State ace who the best round of
Saturday's competition with a 71.
Ray Leach of Brigham Young
won the individual title with a
score of 211. Leach led the tournament all the way as he finished

Robert's Record Highpoint
Of Fresno Track~ Meet

with his five under par score.
Simpson was two over par for
the course.
Arizona State's number one
team took the team title with a
score of 879, while BYU came in
second with an 887. New Mexico's
895 bested Arizona's number one
team by five, and Miami of Florida by eight. The last three finishers were ASU number two with
a 910, Arizona number two with
918, and Air Force with a total
of 922.

So good . . . even our help eats them!

UNM Wins One From Devils '(o&Gk.

~nc.h

YIILf.

Merger Decision To Congress
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
American Basketball Association
(ABA) and National Basketball
Association (NBA) agreed Friday to ask Congress to authorize
a merger of the two professional
basketball leagues.
The ABA announced announced
a $3 million antitrust suit against
the NBA would be dropped and
NBA club owners agreed in turn
to reactivate merge:;• discussions
which broke off in November.
The two leagues began merger
talks last June on the assumption
the antitrust suit would be
dropped, but discussions broke
off in November with the suit
still hanging,
NBA Commissioner Walter Kennedy announced club owners voted
13-4 to reactivate merger talks
and to draw up a petition to Congress to permit a single professional basketball league. Club
owners met seven hours Thursday
and five hours on Friday before
approving the talks with the
ABA.
The merger committees of
both leagues were authorized to
engage counsel to represent both
circuits and there were indications
the two leagues could operate as
one beginning in 1973.

Four Foot

BLACK LIGHTS
Bulb and Fixture

Yet to be worked out is the
question of six players who have
signed contracts with teams in
each league.
There are 17 teams in the NBA
and 11 teams in the ABA. With
the exception of the Virginia
Squires club, each ABA club
would have to pay a $1.25 million
indemnity fee to join the NBA.
Another potential stumbling
block is a threat by the NBA
Playrs Association to sue th~
leagues to prevent a merger on
the grounds it would eliminate
competitive bidding for players'
services and be in violation of
antitrust laws.

j

,,

Concede
Many of the Lobo softball
players were still holding out
for better contracts Saturday,
at game time, so the
Hamburgers were only able to
muster a team of five dedicated
ball-players and had to forfeit
the game to the KUNM
Circuitbreakers. Coach Mark
Sanchez of the Hamburgers
said, "At least now they don't
have to cheat to win. If we had
fielded a team I'm sure we
would have been victorious, as
usual."
The official score will be
listed as KUNM one, The Lobo
zero.

NEW ISSUE

SLACKS JEANS

THE GUYS SLRCKS GIRLS LOVE.)

*BEAU*
BRITGBES

Strobe Lights
34.95

We have a wide selection
of psychodelic lighting thousands of posters to
choose from. Come see our
Black Li.r;ht 'toom at Hoff~
man town.

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

Two Locations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

$4.95 per month

Hoffmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

(505) 247-4338

BUY A

a KQEO promotion
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Storage
Begin May 24

try a

GLASS
Iltr ~itlltrschnilzel

GRINDER

-'til

the best food trip in town
now open

ro:oo p.m.

ASUNM POPUlAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
presents
-in concert-

KEEP THE

BankAmericard/Master Charge

Advance
Reservation
Suggested

l

kopy korner

15.95 Complete

BICYCLE
STORAGE

<floreign Car Specialists

·120 I Cemntl
Ci!JO I Lomas
5810 Mcnual

I

I

ELTON JOHN
plus

MARK ~ ALMOND

May 15
8:30 pm

UNM Arend

Tickets $4 advance· $5 at the door
($3 advance with student J.D.)
on sale at SUB ticket booth

The Red, White, and ·Green Stripped Shop across
Yale Park at 111
SE
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_./

The Largest
Selection of
Flares and
Bell Bottoms
In the State
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Takes Over
As New Dean of Students

CAMPUS lBRKEFS
Anti-War Rally

Kayaking

The Vietnam Veterans Against
the War (VVAW) will hold an
anti -war rally on the Mall today
beginning at 11 a.m. From the
Mall there will be a march
downtown to the Albuquerque
Selective Service office.

A film produced by the Sierra
Club "Kayaking" will be shown
May' 10 at 7 p.m. in electrical
engineering, room 201. The
general public is invited.

Earthquake Lecture

Paintings and constructions by
Albuquerque artist Julia La Fon
will be shown at Jonson Gallery,
1909 Las Lomas NE., from May 9
through June 2. Gallery hours will
be. from noon to 6 p.m.

Jonson Exhibit

James Tsu-Yao will give the
17th annual UNM Research
Lecture May 10 at 8 p.m. in the
Kiva.
Y a o , a civil engineering
'
professor at UNM, will d1scuss
''Earthquake Engineering and
Structural Safety." The lecture is
free and open to t_he public. '

The Young Republicans are
Correspondence Courses
sponsoring a voter registration
The independent study Branch
table in the Union lobby May 10, of UNM has prepared a list of
11 and 12. Voter registrars will credit i courses available by
man the table from 9 a.m. to 3 correspondence. The list includes
p.m. each day.
so me 8 3 courses. For more
The group urges 18·19-20 information, stop by the
year-olds to stop by and register. Continuing J!;ducation Division,
805 Yale NE.

Budget Deadlines

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word l!Jinimurn ($1.40) per time run. If ad iil to
riin five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
afternoons preferably or maiJ.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

205~

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES. Monday nights, 7:30, 521 Spruce S.E., Apt.
315. For information call 242-4839 or
write P .0. Box 737, Albuquerque, 87103.
5/10
FREE UNLIMIT.BD SPECIAL: conversation, alternatjves, friendly people, in ..
formation, referrals, and coffee. At
Agora, N.W. corner Mesa Vista. 2773013. 5/14
W A N T E D : STUDENT PULL disabled
Mini-Cooper to Fort Worth. 268-0213.
5/10
WANTED-CALCULUS TUTOR patient,
professional. 296-5832 after 5 P.M. 5/10
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following day,

'

'f

~

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: ON :MORNING OF May 5, dark
brown suede belt with beaded butterflies, cord ties. Reward. Phone 266·4451.
5j10
LOST: FEMALE PEKINGESE, blonde,

'(
I

one eyed-Sunday, Roosevelt Park, 7:30

P.M. Reward. 346·0201. 5/11
LOST: A BLIND meaningless life of
emptyness and jnsecurity.
FOUND: A FRUITFUL,=.n.c.ev-·e-r-en-d;-;in_g_ex-:-istance of Jove, peace and understanding
through Jesus. 5/11
LOST: LIBRARY BOOK-Fry's Transformations. Call 243-1930, Reward. 5/11

t

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, application or identification
photos, fast, and inexpensive. Ncar
UNM. Either call 265·2444, or come to
1717 Girard N.E. 5/6
TYPING: TERM PAPERS, theses, dissertations, etc. Mrs. Kinkade-898-3400.
5/11
TYPING SERVICE-reasonable rate. 9809
Salem N.E. 296-8349. 6/13

41

FORRENT

APARTMENT FOR RENT
University boy, three rooms
S76 month. Utilities paid,
:from University.. No ]opg
0209.

5)

FORSALE

'66 VW, GOOD CONDITION, rebuilt engine, good tires, stereo tape, must sell.
344-6628. 5/10
BLUE JEAN BEI,LS in all sizes. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.

6)

EMPLOY~IENT

TEACHERS WANTED. -S.W. and West.
S.W. Teachern' Agency, 1303 Central
N.E. Albuquerque. Our 25th year, 5/21
ALASKA CALLING? Con•truction, oil,
fishing, cannery, te3;c~ing, gov•t, s!lmmer jobs; cost of hvtng: further mfo
sources. SS cash or M.O. for second
edition. Jobs In Alaska, Box: 1565, Anchorage 99501. 5/14
CIMARRONCITA BOYS CAMP has open.
ings far counselq_ra ~xperlence<! in cr~ts,
tennis and sw1mmmg. For mformatlon
call: 242-0634 or 242-4454. 5/11
FEE PAID JOBS,loeal and re-locate, ~8,000
plus. Contact Acme, 6300 Central S.E.
256-3646. 6/10
JOB INFORMATION. Ambitious men of all
trades north to Alaska and Yukon, around
$2800 a month. For complete Information
Resenr~h.

write to Job

Karen Glaser, Associate Dean
under my office," Glaser said.
of Students, has been a~pointed
The incorporation of student
Dean of Students, effective July
activities into the dean's office
Harold Lavender, Vice
1
had "nothing to do with
P~esident for Student Affairs, eliminating the office of student
announced the appointment May 4. activities," Lavender said, "the
The new dean will be merger happened simulresponsible for "the taneously."
administration of the student
Other functions of the dean's
personnel and the s.tudent office will include "supervising
activities programs," Lavender the work of the staff dealing with
said. This means there will no students in housing, advising
longer be a separate office for honorary and greek social groups
student activities.
and liaison with student
Lavender recently fired Carl government and chartered student
Jackson, director of student ·organizations," Lavender stated.
activities, for reasons not yet
Glaser said she would like to
made public. "Someone currently initiate more rap sessions at the
employed at student activities will Union with "me and various
be in char~e now and will work members of my staff."

UNM will hold a collective
bargaining representation election
June 11 to determine empioyee
interest in union representation.
Personnel Director Lawrence
Yehle said the vote will include
Faculty Forums
Robert Kern, UNM history permanent fulltime,
professor, will be· this week's non-supervisory, non-professional
speaker at the Free U's Faculty and non-clerical employes who
Forum May 11 at 7 p.m. in the have been determined by the
honors center lounge of University as an appropriate
bargaining unit. The unit numbers
Zimmerman Library.
approximately
455 persons.
Kern's lecture "Anarchy" is
In
accordance
with the
free and open to the public.
University's Labor-Management
11/lll/lll/lllllllllllllllllillll/lllllll/lll!lll/llllll/llllliiiiii;JJIIllllllllllllllillllllllllillllllllllllllll Resolution, any union which is
able to demonstrate an employe
interest will, upon request, be
entitled to a place on the ballot.
The Communications Workers of
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllillllll!lllllllll:lllliii:IIIIIU~
America (CWA) has been certified
Monday, May 10
and will be on the ballot. Deadline
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union,
for filing an interest request is
room 231-C; 1 p.m.
May 11, Yehle said.
Ski Club; Union, room 231·D; 1:30
p.m.
In a representation election last
President Heady rap session; Union,
June, UNM employes turned

7!

Caliliing You

lobby; 2 p.m.
Friends of the Albuquerque Library;
Sunport; 6 p.m.
Town Club Pledges; Union, room
231-D; 6:30p.m.
KUNM Radio Board; Union, room
230; 7 p.m.
La Societe Du Cinema, "Titicut
Follies;tt Union, theater; 7 p.m.
Chi Alpha; Union, room 231-B; 8
p.m.
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CASEY OPTICAL

• Games

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

ENCLOSED$·--·--

NEW RCA TV portable $76. Must sell.
Call Rich 842·8210. 5/19
I
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SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-Attorney General John N. Mitchell
Monday called last week's violent
anti-war demonstrations in the
nation's capital "an organized at-.
tempt by thousands of lawbreakers to deny other Americans tl1eir
civil rights. He said the demonstration was an utter failure.
Mitchell said Washington police, in making some 12,000 arrests without firing a shot, "presented to the world a picture of
police fairness and effectiveness."
He told the 51st annual conference of the California Peace Officers Association he hoped the
Washington example would be followed by other cities.
If so, he said, "We will see an
end to the extremist practice of
running roughshod over the rights
of others.''
Mitchell said President Nixon

fully shared his sentiments.
"I am proud of the Washington City Police," he said. "I am
proud that they stopped a repressive mob from robbing the rights
of others,"
Gov. Ronald R('ag;m of. California, in a speech to the same
peace officers meeting, strongly
defended the best-known law enforcement officer in Mitchell's
Justice Department, FBI Director
J. Edgar Hoover.
Reagan said current criticism
implying that Hoover is trying
to turn the FBI into a secret Po·
lice "make a mockery of the
facts.''
Hoover's whole career has been
devoted to resisting the efforts to
turn the FBI into a national police force," Reagan said.
Jl.Iitchell contrasted the violence
in Washington with the orderly

demonstration there April 24
when, he said, an estimated 175,000 marched with "virtually no
destruction, little hostility to police and relatively few arrests."
On 1\fonday, the Attorney General said, the demonstrators
"burned and overturned trucks,
slashed the tires of autos parked
on the streets and committed other wanton acts resulting in property damage."
"Let the critics of the Washington police choose to make martyrs
out of the mob which tried to rob
the rights of 800,000 Washingtonians and injured 34 policemen in
the process," he said.
"As for myself, I will choose as
heroes the valiant Washington
policemen who kept the city of
Washington functioning and protected the rights of their fellow
citizens."

tJ Pre-Reg Satisfies Registrars
With the deadline now passed
for returning course request cards,
some 10,198 students turned in
fall class schedules.
Robert Weaver and Chris Eng
of the Registrar's office were both
satisfied with the turnout. Eng
said "its a good start. Maybe if it
turns out well, tl1e next time
through there will be more
partaking of the system."
The records' office will still
accept the course request cards,
but Eng added "We can't do as
well for those coming in now as
we will for ones that met the
deadline,"
. If you made a mistake in your
course request, you are stuck with
it until the drop·add period after
classes begin.
If for some reason you do not

PlACED BY-------------
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Nh"W MEXICO LOBO

Baum said the administration has
The Union Desert Room will agreed to pick up part of the exclose May 28 for the semester, but pected loss for April and May.
whether it will open again in the
However, Baum attributed most
fall is still under speculation.
of the loss to "direct personnel
The decision whether to close costs," and pointed out the loss
the facility permanently will be was "being cut in half every
made by the new Union Board and month'.'
the administration "after they
Salaries
evaluate how effective the room
"We pay the salary of one exhas been," said Union Director tra full-time fry cook, and we pay
Ron Baum.
a portion of other salaries. For
He estimated from its begin- eJ>ample, if a girl makes salads
ning in January the Desert Room · for the cafeteria area and the
will have lost $2300 by the end of Desert Room, we pay'part of her
the semester. The room lost $615 salary from the Desert Room budin February and $294 in Murch. get. Then we also pay part of
student salaries," he explained.
Baum estimated the Desert
Room
would break even it it servUNM Sponsors Session
ed about 150 people a day. PresUNM will sponsor a summer ently the room serves an average
session beginning July 5 at the of 110.
·University of Oviedo in the prov"I'm disappointed with the numince of Astutias, Spain.
"l'm disappointed with the numCourses offered will be advanced ber of faculty and stafi' who have
Spanish composition and gram· had hoped for a larger turnout.
mar, Spanish civilization, survey We do have quite a few students
of Spanish literature, Iberian his- -15 to 20 a day."
tory and graduate problems.
When the Union Board decided
The only admission require- last semester to re-open the Desments.are registration in the reg- ert Room, which originally went
ular UNM sumnHll' session and
broke four years ago, Board memcompletion of :J'our semesters of bers argued the room would "segcollege·level Spanish or the equiv- regate students and faculty."
alent.
Unites All Segments
The session, which ends Aug.
However, Baum does not believe
13, will be directed by UNM mod- this has happened.
ern languages professor Pelayo
I think the Desert Room has
H. Fernandez.
brought students and faculty to-

Tuesday, May 11, 1971

gether. All segments use the
room. We get people from the
Medical School ,the Law School.
We've even had receptions there.
A department occasionally will
use it for a farewell dinner when
a faculty member retires.
"It's a nice area. Student body
officers and President Ferrel
Heady have luncheons in there,
students meet professors. A lot
of business is transacted over
lunch. The public relations aspect
of it alone is worth something,"
he said.
At the beginning of the semester, board members also objected
that the cost of meals would keep
students out of the room.
Best At The Price
"The budget is $1.65, which includes the drink, main entree,
vegetable, dessert. For what we
offer I don't know of any place
with the same quality and nice
environment for less. And we have
listings on the menu for $1.25. I
don't think the Desert Room is
overpriced."
Bamn admitted he would "hate
to see the Desert Room close."
"In trying to d e term i n e
the value of the room in comparison to the losses, I think it's a
good service. The Union-or certain areas of the Union-should
not always be profit-making
areas. This building is serviceol'iented and the Desert Room
serves this function," he said.

maiL

Departments will receive
enrollment status reports later this
week. These must be returned to
the records' office by May 31.
New and transfer students will
be mailed pre-registration
materials soon. These must be
returned by July 1. Fall semester
student IDs and athletic cards will
be distributed before the first
home football game.
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Deserted Room?

t:

get the full program of studies
you requested, there will be a
special "walk-through"
registration on Aug. 25.
A mass registration for those
who did not complete
pre-registration will begin on
Thursday, Aug. 27. Students will
receive appointment times in the

Union Board Will Decide if Shut Down is Permanent

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

I.

By SUE MAJOR

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thaf's 20 words)

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. For Sale

Mitchell Blasts An.ti-War Protest

1

Desert Room Closes Doors Soon

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

AKC BASSETT, male, 1 yr., soulful em·
path. Price variable with lodging. 2653819. 5/13
MUST SELL HONDA 750. Bes~ acceptable offer by Saturday. 266-3221. 5/12
TOO MANY CARS: must sell 1964 Cor-vair-4 spd-2 door, Excellent condition
-$300. 299-7189 atfer 5 :30 P.M. 5/12
COMPLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER
-Not manure or compost. Has valuable
unprocessed trace minerals. $3.50 for 50
Ibs. Call 268-9206,
THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles complete with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4-apenker system, $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 8920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/5
_
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with .AM·
FM multiple" tuner and 4-speaker system. Has Inputs for tape and phono.
$60,95 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully eqUipped to
zig-zag, make buttonholes, ete. This in a
first time offer and they will go fast at
$49.95 apiece. We have threaded them
!or your Inspection. United Freight
Sales, 8920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 8/29
SUMMER SHIRTS-many colored T-shlrts,
sleeveless, and string knits. $1.50 to
$12.00, Lobo Men's' Shop,' 2120 Central
SE,

r· :;:~:;;:;:::::::~::~~;·::,~:;,:;;::.:'••2:;:.;•~;::~~2C:::::;;::.:;z::::·::;:;.:;;:~:;:.:;:~';:;;:jS''::z:';~:3:::::;;'z~11
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CLA§§KFKED
ADVERTK§KNG

TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, 9 speakers
in each cabinet $80, Sony TC-356 tape
deck $80. New RCA Portable $75. Must
sell. Call Rich 842-8210.
SOLID GOLD 1967 GTO convert. P.S.,
P.B. Call 256-7786. 5/13
YAMAHA 175 ENDUR0-1800 miles.
$426, 266-4667. 5/13
.

Labels Last Week's

Different .....--

for quiet
and bath,
11 blocKs
hair. 243--

FORSALE

Disappointed

Old Town

• Prizes

255-6329

-·

Costume Shop ·

• Contests

Next Door To
Casey Rcxall Drug
4312 Lomas NE

..

·.·~

0

War gathered yesterday on the mall and walked downtown
to the Federal Building to protest the war and the New Mexico selective service system.
A rally to attract student attention was planned for 11
a.m., bu~ failed to draw a large crowd of protestors. About
~eyen V1etna~ veterans and a few other interested persons
JOined four picketers in front of the selective service system
office. They peacefully paced in front of the building with upheld placards for a few hours during the afternoon.
"I don't know what you have to do to get people interested
around here," said Chris Vineyard, organizer of the miniprotest. The rally was supposed to have drawn a large crowd
.'
of students who would "march en.masse through the middle
of_ town and demonstrate at the Federal Building," said
Vmeyard.
As the anti-war rally on the Mall failed to draw much
student attention, Vineyard suggested over the loud speaker
system that the theme of the small gathering should be on
Photo by Chuck Fcil
Chris Vineyard, organizer of yesterday's anti-war protest by the student apathy. He offered the microphone to any of the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, looks disconcerted by the small passers-by to talk about "anything you like." Several student
turnout at the Mall rally.
·
Christian evangelists accepted his invitation and gave
speeches
and distributed literature.
Demonstration a Failure

...

atbbqu.er.zque

ID must

Reasonable~

/

- ••

music by Little Orly

Wire Frames, Photo Grey

'

-~es~

<:otning

May 11-7:oo pm-5o¢/ID
NEED GLASSES?

WANTED TO RENT furnished houses
and apartments, 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom,
from June until September for Sandin
Laboratory Summer University faculty
employees. Call 264-7424 or 264-2818.
5!21
CREATIVE SUMMER DANCE PRO·
GRAM:
Ballet,
Modern.
Bonuses:
Santa Fe's sparkling skies, cool nights;
Santa Fe Opera: Indian Dances; National Parks. Applicatians: Ballet del
Monte Sol, Box 596, Santa Fe, Now
Mexico. (506) 988·3047. 5/12
WANTED-FURNISHED within walking
distance of U.N.M. One bedroom apt.
$60-$100 per month or two bedroom
house or apt. 850-$126 per month. Call
Bonnie 242-0407. 6/14

•

ANOTHER FUNKY
GAY LIBERATION DANCE

P.O. Box 181,

MISCELLANEOUS

DRAFT

down a bid for union
representation. In that vote, 396
of 444 eligible cast ballots, with
200 voting "no union," 120 for
the CWA and 54 for the
Professional Maintenance and
Service Employes Affiliated with
the New Mexico District Council
of Carpenters, AFL-CIO.

J·eans.

Vietnam Veterans' March
Fails to Drum Up Interest
Of
UNM
Students
on
Mall
Several members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the

TH~

Employes To Vote on Union Bid

Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3 to cover
cost. 5/13

1964 RAMBLER, UGLY but good for
$100. 842-1488. 5/10
YAMAHA 650. 4800 miles, $995. Air conditioner, 110 volt. 449 Sycamore NE, 2426006. 5/11
SWIM SUITS: tank suits, traditional and
baggies. Price $5-$8. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 5/10
MAMIYA-SEKOR-528TL, with case, vivatar 90 flash, Petri telephoto lena. $100.00.
265-8119. 6/10

J.

A scholarship for classical
guitar has been established at
UNM and will be known as the
Edwa'rd C. Cabot Memorial Guitar
Scholarship.
Students will be selected by the
music department upon
recommendation of Hector
Garcia, UNM professor of music
and internationally known
classical guitarist. The scholarships
will be given on the basis of need
and performance ability,

Voter Registration

Organizations have until May
11 to submit their 1971-72
budget requests to ASUNM
President Ken White.

CLASSIFIED

Classical Guitar
Scholarship

The Union Desert Room is
often the deserted room, and
Union Director Ron Baum
estimated it will lose about $2300
this semester, The break-even
point was figured at 150 meals
served a day, but presently the
facility is only serving about 110
people a day.

